
Marmot Prospector Cost-Sharing Model—Comments 

October 11, 2013 

 

Nancy Gauss asked, what if WSCU (or any Marmot member) joined the Alliance as a full 
member—would that reduce fees paid to Marmot since Alliance membership includes 
Prospector? 

Jimmy’s response included a proposal to normalize Prospector fees paid by Marmot 
members. He cc’d Gayle Gunderson (CCU) and Carol Smith (ASU), then Nicole LeBoeuf 
(ASU) and Dorothy Hargrove (EPL). His response plus a few comments are to be reviewed 
by the Finance Committee Oct 30. 

This proposal has not been sent to Directors, although the concept has been discussed off 
and on with directors since 2011. At this point it seems more efficient for the Finance 
Committee to discuss it, then to float a draft proposal to Directors for wider input.  

Two questions: 1) whether to normalize Prospector fees; and 2) whether to make the 
change effective July 2014, January 2015, or later. 

 
 
From: Jimmy Thomas <jimmy@marmot.org> 
Subject: Re: Prospector Question [what if WCSU joins the Alliance?] 
Date: September 24, 2013 3:44:36 PM MDT 
To: Nancy Gauss <ngauss@western.edu> 
Cc: Gayle Gunderson <ggunderson@ccu.edu>, Carol Smith <carolsmith@adams.edu> 
 
Hi Nancy, 
In answer to your question about how your Marmot fees might change if you joined the 
Alliance, let me first say this would be a good time to normalize the way Prospector 
costs are shared by Marmot libraries. I've outlined the current arrangement, and one that 
I will propose to the Board at our next meeting. 
 
If this proposal were adopted as is: 
 WCSU could save $3333+5*225=$4458/year 
 CCU could save $3333+4*225=$4233/year 
 ASU could save $3333+8*225=$5133/year 
 
These savings in direct costs for Prospector via Marmot plus reduced session fees could 
help you pay for Alliance membership. (Don't forget to figure in the value of Gold Rush 
and database discounts included in Alliance membership.) 
 
I'm cc'ing Gayle and Carol since I learned that all three of you talked with George about 
Alliance membership. I'd be glad to hear comments from each of you about this proposal. 
Thanks. 
-jimmy 
 
 



Current: 

 
Seventeen Marmot libraries now use Prospector. 
 
For each of 16 libraries, Marmot pays $3,333/year to the Alliance for Prospector 
and $1,020/year to Innovative for INN-Reach. 
 
CMU is exempted from Prospector payments because of their Alliance membership. 
INN-Reach payments for CMU have been covered by Marmot for over 4 years. 
 
New members CCU and Salida pay Alliance and Innovative costs of $4,353/year. 
 
Fourteen "vested" members do not pay an explicit fee for Prospector. Old members who 
helped grow Marmot investment accounts have been excused from Prospector 
payments for a couple years. Prospector is one of many costs covered by annual staff 
session subscription fees. Four school districts plus CCU, Salida, and Englewood PL 
effectively subsidize Prospector for 14 vested members. 
 
Proposed: 
 
CMU and other Marmot members that might join the Alliance should be exempted from 
the Prospector payment of $3,333/year. Such libraries should pay Marmot $1,020/year, 
which Marmot must pay to Innovative. 
 
Other Marmot members using Prospector should pay $4,353/year to Marmot. Whether 
this figure might be adjusted based on library size could be discussed. 
 
The total of staff session fees paid by all Marmot members should be reduced by $4,353 
* 16 = $69,648. At 2014 prices, the annual session fee could be reduced from $2,248 to 
$2,023. 
 

 
From: Nancy Gauss <ngauss@western.edu> 
Subject: RE: Prospector Question [what if WCSU joins the Alliance?] 
Date: September 25, 2013 9:52:36 AM MDT 
To: Jimmy Thomas <jimmy@marmot.org> 
Cc: Gayle Gunderson <ggunderson@ccu.edu>, Carol Smith <carolsmith@adams.edu> 
 
Carol and Gayle, 

  

Some backstory on Jimmy’s email and an apology for not sending this earlier! 

  

On Monday, I submitted a proposal to the Provost for joining the Alliance.  The stars were 

aligned here with our discussion about Alliance membership and a request for funding special 

projects that I found out about on Saturday and was due on Monday. 

  

Since Alliance membership comes with Prospector, and we are already Prospector members, I 

called Jimmy to ask about our current cost for Prospector.  If I do have the opportunity to speak 

with our campus leadership about my proposal, I  might get the question about paying twice for 

Prospector if we are members through Marmot and through the Alliance. 



  

(Carol, you may be familiar with INN-Reach that Jimmy mentions, but if not yet, this is the 

software that allows the circulation module to process Prospector holds.) 

  

Jimmy also mentioned Gold Rush, the Alliance link resolver and journal finder service.  We pay 

$2,000/yr. extra for this now, and that fee would go away if we were Alliance members.  That fee 

also includes use of the Alliance electronic resource manager (ERM) that we are currently using. 

  

Today, I’m going to send George a list of our databases to ask if he can determine what we would 

be paying as Alliance members. 

  

Nancy 

From: Carol Smith <carolsmith@adams.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Prospector Question [what if WCSU joins the Alliance?] 
Date: September 26, 2013 3:47:12 PM MDT 
To: Jimmy Thomas <jimmy@marmot.org>, Nicole LeBoeuf 
<nicoleleboeuf@adams.edu> 
 
Jimmy: 
 
Piggybacking off of Nancy's below inquiry (see bolded sentence in particular), can you 
estimate what ASU Alliance membership savings would be for Gold Rush, link resolver, 
and other services we're currently paying for via Marmot? Thanks - it will help 
tremendously with value analysis. 
 
Carol 

From: Jimmy Thomas <jimmy@marmot.org> 
Subject: Re: Prospector Question [what if WCSU joins the Alliance?] 
Date: September 26, 2013 3:56:33 PM MDT 
To: Carol Smith <carolsmith@adams.edu> 
Cc: Nicole LeBoeuf <nicoleleboeuf@adams.edu> 
 
Hi Carol, 
You pay $2000/year directly to the Alliance for Gold Rush Complete. There is no tiering 
to the price, but it is a specially negotiated price for any Marmot member, considerably 
better than the standard prices listed at https://www.coalliance.org/software/gold-
rush/join-gold-rush. 
 
Gold Rush used to be paid by members to Marmot, but Marmot pulled out as middleman 
last year--without losing the special price advantage. 
 
What price did George propose for ASU to join the Alliance as full member? 
-jimmy 

https://www.coalliance.org/software/gold-rush/join-gold-rush
https://www.coalliance.org/software/gold-rush/join-gold-rush

